**Simon C. Kim** is a Korean American priest of the Diocese of Orange (California) and serves as Assistant Professor of Theology as well as Coordinator of the Catholic Intellectual Tradition at the University of Holy Cross College in New Orleans, LA. As a theologian of culture, Kim focuses on doing theology within a particular context. His own experience of church and identity is the impetus for his theological reflections as he strives to make faith generationally and culturally relevant. Bridging his theological endeavors and pastoral engagements are his publications: *A World Church in Our Backyard: How the Spirit Moved Church and Society*, *Memory and Honor: Cultural and Generational Ministry to Korean American Communities*, and *An Immigration of Theology: Theology of Context as the Theological Method of Virgilio Elizondo and Gustavo Gutierrez*.

While at CWCIT in the fall of 2016, Kim will be working on an intercultural reflection on racism and the Catholic Church. With the upcoming 2018 USCCB statement on racism (nearly 40 years after its first), he examines the Church’s response to racism since Vatican II and how changing attitudes will help or hinder the outlook of race relations not only in our own country but around the world.